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ABSTRACT:

Temperature data sensors were placed in the abdominal cavity, on the neck and outside the den of 5 black bears (Ursus americanus) during early winter and removed at the end of winter prior to the bear's leaving their den. Abdominal temperature remained around 35°-36°C and did not appear to exhibit circadian rhythmicity. Neck surface temperature of bears, however, demonstrated elevated spikes from 2° to 30°C about 4 times each day. We suggest that bears engage in bouts of muscular activity during the winter denning period to retain muscle strength and may vasodilate the skin to dissipate the heat rather than elevate their core body temperature and arouse from torpor.

INTRODUCTION:

Hibernating bears enter shallow torpor with a body temperature decrease of only 5-7°C (Craighead et al., 1976; Folk, 1967; Hissa et al., 1994; Hissa, 1997; Watt et al., 1981) and are believed not to engage in bouts of arousal (Hissa et al., 1994; Nelson et al. 1973; Nelson, 1980). However, the body temperature profile of free-ranging bears in their natural dens during the winter has not been well documented. For example it is not known if naturally hibernating bears maintain a relatively constant state of hypothermia throughout the winter without periods of increased activity and associated heat production. It is also not known if free ranging bears exhibit a circadian rhythm in their body temperature that free runs during total darkness typically found in their dens.

If bears do not undergo periodic arousal bouts and muscular activity is minimal during the winter denning period, a loss in muscle strength typical of muscle disuse atrophy would be expected (Hortobagyi et al., 2000; Widrick et al., 1998). On the contrary, recent studies have shown that bears, during prolonged confinement in their dens do not lose the amount of skeletal muscle integrity (Tinker et al, 1998) and strength (Harlow et al 2001) predicted for animals experiencing similar periods of inactivity. Heat from skeletal muscle contractions can be conserved by bears and measured as a change in core body temperature or it can be dissipated as transepithelial flow down a thermal gradient and measured as an alteration in skin or fur temperature. An additional objective of this study is to measure deep core and surface temperature of hibernating bears as well as ambient temperature near the den in order to determine the fate of heat production and assess the amount of activity exhibited by
overwintering bears in their natural winter environment.

**METHODS**

Adult bears (n=5) were captured in southeastern Wyoming and fitted with radiotelemetry collars (Advanced Telemetry Systems, 150-160 MHz range). These bears were tracked to their dens in November and again in March. Bears were anesthetized with Telazol (7.0 mg/kg) administered by a spring activated jab stick. A 3cm long abdominal incision was made along the linea alba and a sterile StowAway Tidbit temperature logger (accuracy ±0.2°C resolution 0.16°C) was stitched into the muscle wall of the peritoneal cavity.

A second temperature sensor was secured to the bear’s neck tracking collar so the thermocouple bead laid close to the fur in order to monitor fluctuating temperatures emanating from the area around the bear’s neck and head. A third sensor was attached to trees within the vicinity of the dens and not exposed to direct sunlight to provide a daily air temperature profile.

Bears were revisited and anesthetized during late February and March to remove the temperature sensor from the neck collar and abdomen and retrieve the ambient temperature sensor. Data from the three temperature loggers for each bear were downloaded into a software program and expressed in Excel. Peaks in skin temperature above baseline were visually identified and quantified as being high amplitude (10°-30°C) or medium amplitude (5°-10°C) with the remainder being temperature spikes less than 5°C.

The presence of daily patterns in ambient air, body and collar temperature of bears was tested using spectral analysis. The presence of a correlative effect of outside temperature on the collar temperature and core temperature of bears was tested using second order autoregressive error regression.

**RESULTS**

Temperature loggers were programmed to read from the body cavity, neck collar and outside ambient air for varied time intervals between December and March. We report data on an expanded scale from 5 bears during the month of February that represents their mid-winter hibernation period prior to transmitter removal or disturbance. Two bears held a core body temperature within 33°-

34°C, two bears within 34°-35°C and one between 35.5° and 36.5°C during the midwinter monitoring period (see Figure 1 as an example profile). No bears appeared to exhibit a daily rhythm of body temperature changes (Figure 1). There was a distinct daily ambient air temperature change within the vicinity of the den. The collar temperature sensors of all bears recorded bouts of elevated temperatures that were independent from the diel ambient air fluctuations (Figure 1) and did not correlate with a change in core body temperature (Figure 1). There was an average of 4.1 bouts of elevated temperature per day, half of which were of either high amplitude (10°-30°C) or medium amplitude (5°-10°C) changes with the remainder being temperature spikes 5°C or less (Table 1). The collar temperature of three bears rose to or elevated above their core body temperature on several occasions as represented in Figures 1, 2.

![Figure 1](http://repository.uwyo.edu/uwnpsrc_reports/vol25/iss1/8)
**DISCUSSION**

No studies have been conducted to monitor the core body temperature of bears in their natural den throughout the winter season to determine the constancy of torpor and if free running circadian temperature rhythms occur. The extent of hypothermia (4°-5°C) below the normal body temperature by 5 free living bears in the present study was similar to that reported on captive, hibernating bears (Hissa et al., 1994; Hissa, 1997) without an arousal bout to the euthermic state. However, unlike the Hissa et al., 1997 study, the abdominal temperature of our 5 hibernating bears in their natural dens remained relatively constant suggesting the absence of an endogenous, circadian body temperature rhythm.

The absence of rhythmic fluctuations in core temperature is not necessarily reflective of the absence of muscular activity bouts and consequent heat production by these five free-living, hibernating bears. We believe the temperature changes recorded in the collar sensor represent radiant heat loss across the skin and fur as a result of muscular contractions. The fact that the core body temperature in bears does not show concomitant alterations to that of the collar temperature spikes representing body surface heat loss implies that bears are vasodilating their peripheral tissue to dissipate heat rather than retain it. This would explain the temperature spikes of the collar above that of the body core. If vigorous muscular activity results in localized heat production, vasodilation could shunt that heat to the surface, making the surface temperature higher than the abdominal core temperature.

The bear’s unparalleled strategy of shallow torpor with episodic muscular activity would be instrumental in maintaining a condition of relative muscle strength and responsiveness. These two characteristics are vital for bears to react to external disturbances since their size often precludes complete concealment characteristic of small hibernators such as ground squirrels (Linnel et al., 2000). Because of their relative exposure during the winter, bears are subject to potential predation by wolves, mountain lions and even coyotes while hibernating. Retention of muscle strength through a combination of protein conservation and muscle stimulation, would provide a definite survival advantage for overwintering bears by enhanced capacity for a flight or fight response. Our previous and ongoing work on muscle morphology supports the hypothesis that overwintering, inactive bears retain muscle integrity.
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